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Abstract 
Although immediate implant placement has been demonstrated to be as 
reliable as traditional surgical techniques, several problems relating to primary 
stability, consistent management of soft tissue, and bone healing on implant 
surfaces at the coronal level where a wide gap between bone and implant was 
present at the implantation time, have been reported. The search for suitable 
bone substitute materials has intensified over the years due to the shortcomings 
of autografts, mainly donor site morbidity and limited available bone volume. 
The aim of the present "proof of concept study" was to evaluate the impact of 
lighUchemically hardened poly-methyl-methacrylate, poly-ethyl-methacrylate and 
calcium hydroxide composite graft in combination with polyanhydride (PPCH + 
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PA) on immediate implant stability and function and the ability to augment 
extraction sockets in a mini-pig model. Four mandibular premolar teeth and one 
molar tooth per quadrant were extracted; a total of 48 implants and 60 sockets 
were randomly assigned to receive one of the four treatments: 1) augmentation 
with PPCH + PA; 2) augmentation with PA; 3) augmentation with PPCH and 4) 
no augmentation. At 12 weeks, block sections were obtained. Implant stability 
was measured using Periotron at 2, 6 and 12 weeks. Soft tissue probing, and 
radiological evaluations were performed to detect any soft tissue reaction and 
bone resorption around implants. Implant-bone interface was examined with 
mechanical test using lnstron followed by a scanning electron microscope 
evaluations, microcomputed tomography (microCT) and histopathological 
evaluations. The resected blocks were demineralized, and stained with either 
hematoxylin and eosin or Masson's trichrome for evaluation of bone and collagen 
formation and histomorphometric measurements. The results of the present 
study demonstrate that socket preservation and augmentation of implants after 
immediate implant placement promoted bone formation and supported the 
stability of the implants. PPCH + PA showed higher stability values during 
healing over 2 weeks and continued to keep the same level throughout the 
observation period. Following the macroscopic, biomechanical and radiographic 
assessments, no statistically significant difference was found between any of the 
tested materials and the no graft group with respect to soft tissue healing and 
implant-bone strength after immediate loading. Sections stained with H&E 
V 
demonstrated complete osseointegration with minimal or no coronal bone loss 
after augmentation with PPCH + PA. Conversely, sites augmented with PA, 
PPCH, and no graft showed connective tissue formation at the implant bone 
interface in conjunction with coronal bone loss. SEM analysis showed well 
osseointegrated implant surfaces in the PPCH + PA treated sites with healthy 
ultrastructure and appearance of the implant-bone interface. EDS analysis 
showed that the highest Ca/P ratio was related with the PPCH + PA and PPCH 
treated implants, indicating the impact of PPCH graft material in composing a 
surface more rich in calcium. In conclusion, the results of this present study show 
that the newly formulated chemically hardened graft material PPCH + PA was 
beneficial in immediate implant placement following tooth extraction and resulted 
in greater stability during immediate loading over a three-month period. Within 
the limits of the small sample size, these findings show that the chemically 
hardened, poly-methyl-methacrylate, poly-hydroxy-ethyl-methacrylate and 
calcium hydroxide composite bone replacement graft material containing 
polyanhydride can be safely and successfully used to perform crestal ridge 
augmentations around implants and in extraction sockets. 
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I. Introduction 
1. Periodontal Disease 
1.1. Definition 
Periodontal disease is the process of inflammation of the supporting 
tissues of the teeth, usually a progressively destructive change leading to loss of 
bone and periodontal ligament, an extension of inflammation from the gingiva 
(gingivitis) into the adjacent bone and ligament (periodontitis). 
1.2. Etiology 
Considerable amount of evidence suggests that microbial plaque near the 
cervical region of the teeth cause gingivitis (Loe, Theilade et al. 1965; Page and 
Schroeder 1976; Moore, Holdeman et al. 1982). Historically, developing 
gingivitis has been associated with increased numbers of A. israelii and 
Bacteroides, especially Porphyromonas gingivalis. Gingivitis has also been 
associated with an increase in motile bacteria and spirochetes (Listgarten and 
Hellden 1978). 
While it was widely believed that gingivitis is the initial phase of 
periodontitis and usually progresses to periodontitis (Page and Schroeder 1976) 
in some sites or individuals, gingivitis never progresses to periodontitis (Ammons, 
Schectman et al. 1972). Periodontitis is clinically distinct from gingivitis as it 
spreads beyond gingival tissue and leads to damage in connective tissue and 
alveolar bone holding the teeth in place. Healthy periodontal tissues include a 
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healthy gingiva, integration of connective tissue fibers and periodontal ligament 
with a healthy cementum and intact alveolar bone. Early inflammatory changes 
in gingivitis occur in the marginal gingiva and affect the entire papilla and gingival 
tissue by the extension of the disease. If this condition is not treated, chronic 
inflammation may lead to periodontitis characterized by loss of periodontal 
ligament and disruption of connective tissue attachment to the cementum . 
Resorption of alveolar bone occur simultaneously with migration of epithelial 
attachment along the root surface (Listgarten 1986; Listgarten, Levin et al. 1986). 
1.3. Classifications 
Periodontal disease is a chronic oral inflammatory condition initiated by 
multiple bacterial agents and associated with a systemic inflammatory state. 
There are various subsets of this disease, the most prevalent of which are 
gingivitis and chronic periodontitis. Development of a classification system for 
periodontal diseases and conditions (Armitage 1999). Periodontal disease is a 
complex condition; since it was first described; researchers and clinicians have 
proposed a variety of etiological models to appropriately characterize the disease 
and its progression. As a result, several classifications have been used to refer to 
periodontal disease and its subsets. The last 50 years have been especially 
marked by developments within the field that have both reconnected the oral 
cavity and the rest of the body (Williams 2008), and led dental professionals to 
question the current model of periodontal treatment. (Van Dyke 2009) 
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1.4. Progression and Outcome of Periodontal Disease. 
Since the initial observations by Loe et al (Loe, Anerud et al. 1978; Loe, 
Anerud et al. 1978) which showed all stages of periodontal health and disease in 
man, it is widely accepted that untreated periodontal disease leads to tooth loss 
through destruction of the attachment apparatus and tooth-supporting structures. 
The goals of periodontal therapy therefore, include not only arresting the 
periodontal disease progression, but also the regeneration of structures lost to 
disease where appropriate. Conventional surgical approaches (e.g., flap 
debridement) continue to offer time-tested and reliable methods to access root 
surfaces, reduce periodontal pockets, and attain improved periodontal 
form/architecture. However, these techniques offer only limited potential towards 
recovering tissues destroyed during earlier disease phases. Recently, surgical 
procedures aimed at greater and more predictable regeneration of periodontal 
tissues and functional attachment close to their original level have been 
developed, analyzed, and employed in clinical practice (Chen, Zhang et al.; Yen 
and Yelick). 
Longitudinal studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of periodontal 
therapy in arresting the progression of periodontal disease, maintaining gingival 
health and preventing tooth loss (Axelsson, Nystrom et al. 2004; Lorentz, Cota et 
al. 2009). The dental mortality has already been reported in longitudinal studies 
including teeth lost both during active therapy and periodontal maintenance 
therapy (Hirschfeld and Wasserman 1978; Goldman, Ross et al. 1986; Wood, 
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Greco et al. 1989). Although tooth loss has been widely reported during the 
maintenance period, a number of studies also demonstrated that tooth loss is 
common during the active therapy of periodontal disease especially in advanced 
cases (McFall 1982; Rosling, Serino et al. 2001 ). Recently, the association 
between periodontal disease and various systemic conditions raised the question 
of the impact of periodontal disease on general health. There is increasing 
evidence that periodontal disease can increase the risk for adverse pregnancy 
outcome, uncontrolled glycemic control in diabetics, increase systemic markers 
of inflammation, and impair vascular endothelial function (Arbes, Slade et al. 
1999; Malthaner, Moore et al. 2002). 
1.5. Conventional Periodontal Therapies 
Given the role of oral microbial biofilms in the etiology of periodontitis, 
standard periodontal treatment aims to decrease or eliminate pathogenic species 
while maintaining colonization by host-compatible species (Colombo, Boches et 
al. 2009). According to a position paper by the American Academy of 
Periodontology, therapeutic approaches to periodontitis fall under two main 
categories: anti-infective therapy and regenerative therapy. While the former 
aims to simply remove etiologic factors in an effort to halt disease progression, 
the latter combines anti-infective approaches with procedures designed to 
restore the structures destroyed by the disease. Both approaches, however, 
must include maintenance procedures for sustainable efficacy. 
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The current "gold standard" for treatment of periodontitis consists of 
scaling and root planing (Cobb 2002), which aims to disrupt the biofilm 
associated with disease etiology (Socransky and Haffajee 2002). Since most 
forms of periodontitis result from accumulation of tooth-adherent microorganisms, 
periodontal therapy at a diseased site is aimed at reducing etiologic factors below 
the threshold capable of producing breakdown thereby allowing repair of the 
affected region. Several studies have validated the beneficial effects of SRP 
combined with personal plaque control (Hughes and Caffesse 1978; Morrison, 
Ramfjord et al. 1980; Mousques, Listgarten et al. 1980; Badersten, Nilveus et al. 
1981; Garrett 1983; Badersten, Nilveus et al. 1984; Badersten, Nilveus et al. 
1984; Magnusson, Lindhe et al. 1984). Scaling and root planning (SRP) has 
been shown to decrease clinical inflammation, because microbial shifts to a less 
pathogenic subgingival flora, decrease pocket depth, improve clinical attachment 
levels and halt or slow down disease progression. Ideally, the goal is to eliminate 
calculus, supragingival plaque and subgingival plaque. Hand instrumentation and 
powered scalers are hindered by limited access into the periodontal pocket such 
that surgical procedures are often required in patients whose periodontal status 
remains unimproved after SRP. Surgical therapy has been used to treat chronic 
periodontitis for decades. The rationale for the use of surgery in periodontal 
treatment is based on its ability to provide better access for removal of etiologic 
factors, decrease deep probing depths and regenerate or reconstruct lost 
periodontal tissues. Several clinical trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of 
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both surgical and non-surgical approaches in achieving stability of clinical 
attachment levels. The advantage of the surgical approach, however, is its ability 
to increase the efficacy of root debridement especially at sites with deep probing 
depths or furcations (Lind he, Westfelt et al. 1982; Pihlstrom, McHugh et al. 1983; 
Pihlstrom, Oliphant et al. 1984; Caffesse, Sweeney et al. 1986; Buchanan and 
Robertson 1987; Ramfjord 1987; Becker, Becker et al. 1988; Kaldahl, Kalkwarf et 
al. 1988; Antczak-Bouckoms, Joshipura et al. 1993; Kaldahl, Kalkwarf et al. 
1996). In addition to mechanical and surgical approaches to periodontal therapy, 
there are several pharmacotherapeutic approaches that have proved to be 
efficacious. The local delivery of antimicrobials to the periodontal pocket was 
proposed about 50 years after the discovery of antibiotics. Studies conducted by 
Goodson and colleagues as well as Lindhe and colleagues in 1979 provided 
evidence for the beneficial effects of locally administered antibiotics on the 
composition of the microbial biofilm and the clinical outcome on periodontal 
disease. Locally delivered antimicrobials such as tetracycline, metronidazole, 
chlorhexidine, doxycycline and monocycline have since then been successfully 
used in periodontal therapy (Williams 2008). Local drug delivery as a 
monotherapy does not provide a superior result when compared to SRP. This 
approach is effective when used in conjunction with SRP especially in sites that 
do not respond to conventional therapy. While local delivery can potentially 
reduce the risk of incidence of adverse events associated with systemic 
antimicrobials, caution is still required especially in patients with known allergies. 
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Furthermore, local drug delivery fails to eliminate the risk of selecting resistant 
bacterial strains in the periodontal pocket. (Finkelman 2000) As the role of the 
host immune response in the progression of periodontitis became clearer, a new 
approach to periodontal therapy began to emerge (Williams and Offenbacher 
2000). Several animal and human trials have provided evidence for the efficacy 
of pharmacotherapeutics targeting destructive host responses in the 
management of periodontal disease (Paquette and Williams 2000; Ryan and 
Golub 2000; Reddy, Geurs et al. 2003; Salvi and Lang 2005). Cyclooxygenase 
inhibitors, which have an inhibitory effect on prostaglandin production, can 
significantly reduce alveolar bone resorption. Subantimicrobial-dose doxycycline, 
which targets matrix metalloproteinases, can markedly slow down the 
progression of periodontal disease (Reddy, Geurs et al. 2003). The most recent 
studies focusing on the host immune response have implicated the efficacy of 
lipoxins and resolvins in the management of periodontal disease (Kantarci and 
Van Dyke 2003). The persistence of extracrevicular bacterial reservoirs and the 
concomitant risk for bacterial recolonization following periodontal treatment 
(Fujise, Miura et al. 2006; Johnson, Chen et al. 2008) makes proper maintenance 
programs following periodontal treatment essential regardless of the therapeutic 
approach employed. It is clear that effective patient-performed daily plaque 
control is necessary for successful long-term treatment outcomes. 
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1.6. Regenerative Periodontal Therapies-Guided Tissue Regeneration 
Melcher in 1976 (Melcher 1976) first presented the basic concepts which 
led to the development of the clinical techniques collectively known as guided 
tissue regeneration (GTR). He suggested that there were 4 separate 
compartments of connective tissue (CT) in the periodontium: the gingival corium, 
periodontal ligament (POL), cementum, and bone that have regenerative 
potential. Melcher hypothesized that the CT cells in each of these compartments 
represented different cellular phenotypes capable of repopulation and 
determining the regenerative response obtained. Based on this concept, he 
further hypothesized that POL regeneration can only originate from the POL 
itself. The therapy involves techniques to exclude or retard epithelial migration 
into the wound; usually done through the use of barrier membranes specifically 
designed for these applications (Melcher 1976). To date, a number of 
biomaterials including barrier membranes, bone substitutes, and matrix 
proteins/growth factors have been used in this technique with varying 
specifications to prevent epithelial migration and also to promote bone and 
periodontal attachment formation (McAllister and Haghighat 2007). 
1.7. Implant Therapy and Indications 
One of the first indications for dental implant treatment was to treat 
complete edentulism. Usually these patients have anatomic and esthetic 
compromises as a result of natural teeth loss as well as the patients who have a 
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hyperactive gag reflex and unable to wear a removable prosthesis with palatal 
coverage. Implants can offer additional retention benefit for removable tissue 
supported dentures, where as hybrid prostheses are only supported by 
endosseous implants and therefore require a minimum number of four to six 
implants for proper support (Branemark 1983). Although the original Branemark 
protocol involved only completely edentulous jaws, the concepts and techniques 
of osseointegration have expanded to include partially edentulous jaws and 
single tooth replacements. Based on these new concepts, it is recommended to 
avoid involving adjacent teeth as abutments, to avoid the need for maintaining 
abutment teeth with questionable prognosis and for maintaining bone volume 
after tooth extraction (Reddy 2002) if there is unfavorable number and location of 
abutments in the residual dentition. Today, the implant therapy is a routine 
procedure that takes place in initial treatment plan in conjunction with other 
dental procedures. 
As for the requirements for implant treatment, Branemark and Albrektsson 
in their classic textbook "Tissue-Integrated Prostheses" state that it is possible to 
treat virtually all patients via the osseointegration technique, as long as they fulfill 
general requirements for surgery. Age is a consideration; dental implants should 
be placed in patients who are fully developed. Implants can also be considered in 
patients with systemic diseases; however a stable disease status is a 
requirement. There is no evidence suggesting that an immunocompromised 
status is an absolute contraindication to implant surgery (Glick, Abel et al. 1994). 
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Osteoporosis has received much attention, but the issue remains 
controversial and currently there is no solid data to contraindicate the use of 
endosseous implants in patients with osteoporosis. (Baxter and Fattore 1993; 
Dao, Anderson et al. 1993); (Fujimoto, Niimi et al. 1996) Cigarette smoking has 
been documented as detrimental to implant success (De Bruyn and Collaert 
1994). The risk for implant failure in smokers is twice as high as in non-smokers, 
the risk is greater in maxilla compared to the mandible, and with shorter implants 
compared to longer ones (Bain 1996). 
1.8. Implant Types, Sizes and Surface Characteristics 
It is widely agreed that textured surfaces on implants accelerate the initial 
healing phase and facilitate tissue growth, and they require increased torque 
forces for removal (Quirynen, Bollen et al. 1996). Microenhanced pure titanium, 
etched titanium, plasma-sprayed titanium, and plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite 
are among these surfaces. The degree of biocompatibility of the implant 
materials and the surface condition are known to be two important factors for 
implant acceptance in living bone. In agreement with several studies, 
Wennerberg reported better bone fixation for a rougher surface compared to a 
smoother one (Wennerberg, Albrektsson et al. 1996). Larsson reported that 
electropolished implants with smooth surface and thin oxide had lower 
surrounding bone growth. In addition, anodized electropolished surfaces had 
enhancing effect on the rate of bone formation because of their increased rough 
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areas (Larsson and Bjornstig 1995). In another study, Buser et al (1991) found 
that rough implant surfaces generally demonstrated an increase in bone 
apposition compared to polished or fine structure surfaces and acid treatment 
with HCL/H2SO4 used for SLA (sandblasted with large grit) implants had an 
additional stimulating influence on bone apposition (Buser, Schenk et al. 1991 ). 
There are numerous implant systems and manufacturers available 
worldwide with different design, shape and surface characteristic. They can be 
categorized as either traditional two-stage (submerged) or one stage (non-
submerged). In two-stage implant therapy, the implant is placed and then 
covered with soft tissue and allowed to be osseointegrated subgingivally for 
about 3 months in the mandible and six months in maxilla, due to difference in 
bone type between both jaws . In the second surgical procedure , the implants are 
uncovered and a temporary healing abutment is placed, which is later replaced 
by final prosthetic abutment. With this submerged system the prosthetic 
abutment and implant platform meet at the bone level. The one stage or non-
submerged system, implants have polished collar that extends through the oral 
mucosa and attaches to the prosthetic component at a supragingival or slightly 
subgingival location. The prosthetic abutment and implant interface occurs at a 
supracrestal location. The major advantage of one stage system is that only one 
surgical procedure is involved and therefore, less patient visits is required 
(Becker, Becker et al. 2000). The transmucosal healing was disregarded as a 
potential risk factor for most dental implants (Coulthard, Esposito et al. 2003). 
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Implant designs also differ in shape and size. They can be screw shaped, 
cylinder shaped, and tapered or "root form" shaped. Also, the implant 
connections to the prosthetic components can be either through an external 
hexagonal connection or through internal connection. 
Implants are manufactured in different sizes or different diameters , which 
can give the clinician the flexibility to adapt to different clinical situations. An 
example can be given about the Branemark system sizes; where it has three 
different platforms and corresponding implant diameter: Regular platform is the 
most commonly used and have a 4.1 mm diameter where wide platform implants 
have a 5.1 mm diameter platform. This implant is used for posterior areas where 
additional occlusal load is needed. They are also good for areas of poorer quality 
bone where greater implant bone surface area contact can be achieved and thus 
better primary stability. Narrow platform implants are for areas of limited space 
due to narrow ridge or root proximity of adjacent teeth. 
1.9. Criteria of Implant Success, Failure 
The etiology of implant failure is either bacterial infection or occlusal 
overload has been well established (Rams and Link 1983; Becker, Becker et al. 
1990; Jemt, Linden et al. 1992; McGlumphy, Robinson et al. 1992). Albrektsson 
( 1986) proposed the following criteria for evaluation of implant success: 1) no 
clinical mobility; 2) no radiographic peri-implant radiolucency; 3) < 0.2 mm annual 
bone loss following the implant's first year in function; and 4) lack of pain, 
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infection, paresthesia, or violation of the mandibular canal (Albrektsson, Zarb et 
al. 1986) . A success rate of 85% at the end of a 5 year observation period and 
80% at the end of a 10 year period was reported. Currently, mobility and 
radiographic bone loss represent the most reliable methods of detecting implant 
failure (Newman and Flemmig 1988). 
1.10. Primary Stability 
Implant stability is essential for the long-term success of oral implant 
treatment. The stability results from direct contact between the surrounding bone 
and the surface of the implant and can be divided into primary and secondary 
stability. The former is achieved at implant surgery and is determined by the 
implant design, the surgical technique and the density of the bone. Secondary 
stability is also dependent on the tissue response to the implant and surgery and 
an ultimate bone healing. The bone graft-implant interface constitutes a complex 
healing situation and involves revascularization and incorporation of the grafts as 
well as integration of the implants. (Sjostrom, Lundgren et al. 2005) Sufficient 
primary stability, this is generally ensured by exceeding the apex by 3-5 mm, or 
by using an implant of greater diameter than the socket. (Becker and Becker 
1996) 
The absence of fixture mobility either indicative of a good primary stability 
or after a while of an intimate bone-to implant contact can be objectively 
determined by an electronic measuring system, the Periotest® (Olive and 
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Aparicio 1990; Teerlinck, Quirynen et al. 1991; van Steenberghe, Rosenberg et 
al. 1995) 
The implant design has the most significant influence on the primary 
stability of the endosseous implants during placement surgery. The appropriate 
thread design has a higher retention, and may contribute to a better, long term 
clinical prognosis compared to cylindrical implant forms. (Thomas and Cook 
1985; Thomas, Kay et al. 1987; Buser, Mericske-Stern et al. 1997) In a human 
cadaver study, O'Sullivan et al. (O'Sullivan, Sennerby et al. 2000) demonstrated 
a higher primary stability for tapered implants compared to cylindrical ones when 
both were placed in soft bone (Type 4 according to Lekholm and Zarb). (Zarb 
and Zarb 1985) 
1.11. Specifics of Implant Placement 
During implant placement undue trauma to the osseous structures should 
be avoided. The critical temperature above which bone will be necrotic is 47°C. 
Handpiece speed should be controlled and irrigation provided to prevent 
irreversible damage to bone. Tapping of screw type implants is performed at low 
speeds (15 rpm) to remove enough bone (0.125 mm) for a tight fixture fit. 
(Krauser 1989) You should add about initial torque requirements as well. 
1.12. Delayed, Immediate-Delayed, or Immediate Implants 
Several classifications have been proposed for the timing of implant 
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placement following tooth extraction. According to Wilson and Weber, the terms 
immediate, recent, delayed and mature are used to describe the timing of implant 
placement in relation to soft tissue healing and the predictability of guided tissue 
regeneration procedures. (Wilson 1992) However, there are no guidelines for the 
time intervals associated with these terms were provided. Most of the reviewed 
literature describes immediate implant placement as part of the same surgical 
visit and immediately following the tooth extraction. (Chen, Wilson et al. 2004) 
Schropp et al. (Schropp, Kostopoulos et al. 2003) were the exception. They 
defined immediate implantation and implants placed between 3 to 15 days 
following tooth extraction, and Gomez-Roman and coworkers (Gomez-Roman, 
Schulte et al. 1997), who defined it as occurring between 0 and 7 days following 
the extraction. In an additional 3 reports, implant placement was considered 
delayed when it occurred between 6 weeks and 6 months after extraction 
(Zitzmann, Naef et al. 1997), and between 1 week and 9 months. (Gomez-
Roman, Schulte et al. 1997) This variation of classification shows the lack of 
uniformity and the need for a clear classification of what is considered immediate, 
delayed and late. Thus, it is necessary to introduce clearer definitions of implant 
placement that are based on the morphologic, dimensional and histological 
changes following tooth extraction and on common practice derived from clinical 
experience. (Chen, Wilson et al. 2004) 
The surgical criteria concerning bone at the surgical site, which apply to 
immediate implantation includes ensuring that extraction is as least traumatic as 
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possible and maximizing bone integrity. To minimize trauma from extraction, 
dental sectioning is indicated with individualized extraction of the roots in teeth 
with multiple roots. The socket walls are to be preserved during extraction, 
particularly the vestibular wall, the level of which should harmonize with that of 
the neighboring teeth, to ensure esthetic emergence of the prosthetic post. 
Before positioning the immediate implant, careful curettage and alveolar cleaning 
is required to remove any trace of infected or inflamed tissue, together with 
remains of the periodontal ligament. (Schwartz-Arad and Chaushu 1997) 
In a study including 48 patients, (Paolantonio, Daiei et al. 2001) implants 
were installed either in sites with healed bone (control sites) or in fresh extraction 
sockets (test sites). After 12 months of healing the cores were removed and 
processed for histological examination. It was reported that the degree of bone to 
implant contact in all specimens was high, between 62% and 71 %, and did not 
differ between test and control sites. 
One of the advantages of immediate implantation is that postextraction 
alveolar process resorption is reduced. (Ashman, LoPinto et al. 1995), thus 
providing improved functional and esthetic results. (Missika 1994) Another 
advantage of immediate implant placement is shortening the treatment time, 
since with immediate placement it is not necessary to wait 6-9 months for healing 
and bone reformation in the socket bed. Patient acceptance is usually good 
(Arlin 1993), and psychological stress is avoided by suppressing the need for 
repeated surgery for implantation. (Missika 1994) Preservation of the vestibular 
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cortical component allows precise implant placement, improves the prosthetic 
emergence profile, and moreover preserves the morphology of the periimplant 
soft tissues (Arlin 1993) thereby provides improved esthetic prosthetic 
performance. 
One inconvenience of immediate implant placement is the more frequent 
need for tissue regeneration and bone promoting techniques. However, this can 
be overcome by the application of bone grafts with or without barrier membranes 
to the defect created by the socket-implant discrepancy, but this often contributes 
increased treatment complexity and cost of treatment. (Lang, Bragger et al. 
1994) 
1.13. Implant Loading and Function 
Immediate loading is variably defined. It depends on the protocol used and 
the investigating center. In the existing literature, the time between placing the 
endosseous implant and placing the restoration varied between O and 20 days. 
The speculation that immediate provisionalization by virtue of provisional 
materials represents a reduced loading environment is not fully supported by 
existing literature. (Duyck, Van Oosterwyck et al. 2000) Immediate 
provisionalization of implants also describes the placement of a provisional 
restoration that is lacking centric and eccentric contacts to avoid potential risks of 
loading by function, thus alternatively termed non-functional immediate loading. 
Ledermann published the first studies on immediate loading where he joined four 
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interforaminal implants with a bar and placed an overdenture on the same day as 
the surgery. Schroeder (Schroeder 1985), following a similar methodology, 
histologically proved an intimate union between the bone and the implant. A long-
term success of 88 to 97% was reported for immediate loading implants on the 
anterior maxilla zone. (Adell, Lekholm et al. 1981; Buser, Weber et al. 1992; 
Sullivan 1994) The conventional process of implant based dental rehabilitation 
was founded on prospective clinical cohort studies that demonstrated the long 
term success of root form titanium dental implants. (Adell, Lekholm et al. 1981; 
Karoussis, Salvi et al. 2003) Studies have been made where 3- to 6 months 
healing periods that avoided direct masticatory loading. However, the 
complexities and long duration of treatment may discourage some patients and 
clinicians from electing an implant-based treatment plan for dental rehabilitation. 
(Moberg, Kondel! et al. 1999) The initial implantology protocol of Branemark et al. 
(Branemark, Hansson et al. 1977) was argued by Szmukler-Moncler (Szmukler-
Moncler, Salama et al. 1998) who considered that the proposed waiting time of 3-
6 months was lacking scientific basis. 
According to Romanos, G. E. (Romanos 2004) several requirements need 
to be present to ensure long term success of immediately-loaded implants. 
These include: (1) excellent stability of the implant, (2) excellent bone density for 
the implant bed, (3) elimination of micro-motion in the bone-implant interface 
during the healing period. 
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1.14. Soft Tissue Formation around Implants 
Primary closure of soft tissue flaps after implant surgery is difficult but 
possible to achieve when placing immediate implant without immediate loading. 
Bowers and Donahue described a technique using a periosteal releasing incision 
and vertical incisions to achieve sufficient mobility and advancement of the 
buccal flap in a palatal direction. The disadvantage of this technique is that a 
discrepancy is created between the mucogingival junction of the treated site and 
the adjacent site. This may require correction at a later stage to prevent an 
esthetic compromise. (Bowers and Donahue 1988) In 1995, Edel described the 
use of an autogenous connective tissue graft to achieve primary closure over an 
occlusive membrane that covered an implant placed in an extraction socket. 
Although this method eliminates the need to coronally reposition the existing 
marginal gingiva and does not disturb the normal relation of the existing 
surrounding tissues it requires a delicate tissue handling to ensure sufficient 
circulation that could arise from overlying flaps (Edel 1995) since the connective 
tissue graft is not placed on the periosteum but directly on the avascular 
membrane, and it is overlapped by the buccal and palatal replaced flaps. 
Recently, several new soft tissue techniques have been introduced which all 
propose some advantages and improved outcome in terms of soft tissue 
formation around the neck of the implants.(Esposito, Worthington et al.; 
Grusovin, Coulthard et al.) 
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1.15. Guided Bone Regeneration 
After tooth loss, alveolar ridge reformation often results in much smaller 
dimensions. When this occurs, implant placement with traditional techniques is 
not possible because of the discrepancy between the thickness of the ridge and 
the diameter of the implant, or between the vertical height of available bone and 
the length of the desired implant. For such cases, guided bone regeneration 
(GBR) techniques have been successfully introduced for pre-implant ridge 
augmentation. (Buser, Bragger et al. 1990; Strub, Gaberthuel et al. 1991) 
Various studies support the use of GBR techniques for patients with unfavorable 
anatomic conditions. (Nyman, Lang et al. 1990; Strub, Gaberthuel et al. 1991) 
The advent of GBR with barrier membranes made bone regeneration 
possible by preventing the ingrowth of fibrous scar tissue and encouraging new 
bone formation to correct the osseous deficiency. GBR principles are derived 
from the GTR principles with a difference in the targeted cells to be stimulated 
and utilized for bone regeneration. In this sense, in GTR, the targeted 
mesenchymal cells are the ones in the periodontal ligament, where in GBR the 
targeted cells are the osteogenic progenitor cells in the bone, which can turn into 
bone producing osteoblasts. Parallel to GTR principles, the membranes used for 
GBR should be bioinert and designed to protect the blood clot and allow 
osteogenic cells to populate the site, while at the same time exclude epithelial 
and connective-tissue from migrating into the bone defect. 
Membranes have been manufactured from biocompatible materials that 
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are either nonresorbable (requiring removal) or resorbable. The ideal properties 
to consider when selecting a membrane include biocompatibility, space 
maintenance; cell exclusion, handling properties, and resorbability. The size and 
shape of the membrane used should be based on the severity and morphology of 
the osseous defect. It should be contoured to completely cover the osseous 
deformity and extend 3 to 4 mm beyond the margins. The stabilization of the 
membrane is critical to the success of bone augmentation. This may be 
accomplished by securing the membrane to surrounding bone with the cover 
screw of the implant or by using mini-screws. Occasionally, the membrane can 
be stabilized by positioning it beneath the periosteum. The membrane then 
adheres to the underlying blood clot or bone graft, promoting excellent 
adaptation.(Behring, Junker et al. 2008) 
To optimize implant placement, bone volume must be preserved. Hence it 
is suggested that failing teeth should be extracted early to avoid additional bone 
loss.(Lekovic, Camargo et al. 1998) After tooth extraction (or tooth loss), the 
alveolar ridge resorbs and may result in a significant osseous deformity. Most 
bone loss after extraction occurs in the first 6 to 24 months. Recent studies 
propose treating an extraction site with complete flap closure and formation of a 
stable clot to help preserve the bone volume after tooth loss. (Becker, Becker et 
al. 1994; Shanaman 1994) 
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1.16. Grafting Materials .and their Biological Properties 
Bones and teeth are the only structures within the body where calcium 
and phosphate participate as functional pillars. Despite their mineral nature, both 
organs are vital and dynamic. Bone is originated directly from mesenchymal 
connective tissue (intramembraneous bone formation) or from preexisting 
cartilage (endochondral bone formation). (McAllister and Haghighat 2007) 
lntramembranous bones are found in the mandibulo-craniofacial complex, ilium, 
clavicle, and scapula. The intramembraneous bone formation pathway is used 
when intraoral bone augmentation techniques are used. (Serletti J 1992) 
Bone is composed of the outer cortical layer and the inner cancellous 
layer. The dense haversian systems of cortical bone provide skeletal strength. 
Interposed between the cortices is a three-dimensional lattice network of 
trabeculae that acts as a reservoir for active bone metabolism. This bony 
architecture is dynamic with a continuous remodeling to repair and shape the 
bone to ensure renewal of form and function. 
The principles of osteogenesis, osteoconduction, and osteoinduction can 
be used to optimize therapeutic approaches to bone regeneration. (Hollinger, 
Brekke et al. 1996) Osteogenesis has been described as the direct transfer of 
vital cells to the area that will regenerate new bone. Osteoconduction embraces 
the principle of providing the space and a substratum for the cellular and 
biochemical events progressing to bone formation. The space maintenance 
requirement for many of the intraoral bone augmentation procedures allows the 
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correct cells to populate the regenerate zone. (Aukhil, Pettersson et al. 1986) 
Osteoinduction embodies the principle of converting pluripotential, mesenchymal-
derived cells along an osteoblast pathway with the subsequent formation of 
bone. This concept was established in 1965, with heterotopic ossicle formation 
induced by the glycoprotein family of morphogens known as the bone 
morphogenetic proteins (BMPs).(Urist 1965) Therapeutic bone construction 
approaches use some or all of these principles in an attempt to maximize the 
clinical bone augmentation results. Many grafting materials are considered 
osteoconductive because of their ability to act as a scaffold for bone 
regeneration. (Schenk, Buser et al. 1994) In some cases, they are thought to be 
osteoinductive since it has been shown that they contain growth factors that 
induce new bone formation at the site. (Bowers and Reddi 1991; Mellonig 1991) 
A bone graft is a tissue or material used to repair a defect or deficiency in 
contour and/or volume. Bone grafts fall into four general categories: autografts, 
allografts, xenografts, and alloplasts. The use of these materials in regenerative 
procedures is based on the assumption that they possess osteogenic potential 
(contain bone-forming cells), are osteoinductive (contain one inducing 
substances), or simply are osteoconductive (serve as a scaffold for bone 
formation). 
Autogenous bone harvested from intraoral or extraoral sites is the most 
predictable osteogenic organic graft for osseous tissue regeneration. (Tolman 
1995; Lundgren, Moy et al. 1996) Extraoral sites, such as the iliac crest, provide 
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adequate quantity of graft material with excellent osteoinductive, and 
osteoconductive properties and may also be osteogenic, incorporating vital cells 
with osteogenic capacity in the bone matrix, but have a high morbidity related to 
the second surgical site. With the limited availability of intraoral sites, donor site 
morbidities, and inadequate quantity of the harvested bone, the use of other 
grafting materials has been advocated whenever possible. The autograft, 
allograft, alloplast, and xenograft materials all have reported success, alone or in 
combination, for particulate bone augmentation. (Hollinger, Brekke et al. 1996) 
The particulate autograft is the gold standard for most craniofacial bone grafting, 
including the treatment of dental implant-related defects. (Tolman 1995; 
Lundgren, Moy et al. 1996) However, autografts have recognized limitations, 
such as donor site morbidity, increased cost, potential resorption, size mismatch, 
and an inadequate volume of graft material. (Mulliken and Glowacki 1980; 
Mellonig 1992) 
Allografts are grafts transferred between members of the same species, 
which are genetically dissimilar. They have the advantage of being available in 
higher quantities and eliminate the morbidity associated with a second surgical 
site. The allograft has been used as a substitute for autografts or as an autograft 
expander. Current usage primarily is in particulate form, although putty, gel, 
collagen sponge, sheets, and cortical and cancellous segments also are used. 
Biochemical extraction techniques showed that growth and differentiation factors 
_ are present in demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft (DFDBA) preparations. 
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(Urist, Hudak et al. 1985; Hauschka, Mavrakos et al. 1986; Sampath, 
Muthukumaran et al. 1987; Shigeyama, D'Errico et al. 1995) However, some 
reports revealed unpredictable or poor bone formation with some lots of 
commercially available DFDBA. (Becker, Urist et al. 1995; Shigeyama, D'Errico 
et al. 1995; Schwartz, Mellonig et al. 1996) In a comparative study using FDBA 
or DFDBA for localized ridge and sinus augmentation, histologic observations 
showed regeneration of ;42% new bone area with no statistical difference 
between the two materials. (Cammack, Nevins et al. 2005) Although the risk for 
disease transmission essentially is non-existent, concern still exists for some 
patients and estimates for the risk were reported. (Buck, Resnick et al. 1990; 
Mellonig 1992) This initiated the attempts to identify alternative bone graft 
substitutes, such as those made from synthetic materials. Xenografts are 
derived from another species and are considered to be biocompatible and 
osteoconductive. Bovine-derived particulate preparations that have the organic 
components removed demonstrated successful bone regeneration in numerous 
human bone augmentation studies. (Whittaker, James et al. 1989; Wallace, 
Froum et al. 1996; Valentini and Abensur 1997; Zitzmann, Naef et al. 1997) 
Many of these xenograft materials have the potential to resorb and be replaced 
with host bone over time. (Thaller, Hoyt et al. 1993; Wallace, Froum et al. 1996; 
McAllister, Margolin et al. 1999) Although the amount of new bone formation 
achieved among the various biomaterials used did not show statistical 
significance, further controlled studies are warranted to assess the value of these 
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xenografts in ridge augmentation application. 
Advances in the field of biomaterials and the limitations associated with 
the use of autografts and allografts have directed attention toward the use of 
al/oplastic graft materials . (Hench 1998) These synthetic bone graft materials 
are osteoconductive and have no intrinsic potential for osteogenesis or induction . 
Osteoconduction provides for the ingrowth of capillaries, perivascular tissues, 
and osteoprogenitor cells from the adjacent recipient bed. (Burchardt 1983) 
Additionally, there is no practical restriction to the available quantity of graft, and 
the risk for disease transmission and need for harvesting bone tissue are 
eliminated. They have been used successfully in dental surgical specialties in 
alveolar ridge preservation and augmentation. (Pinholt, Bang et al. 1990) 
Calcium sulfate and calcium phosphate compounds are attractive alternatives to 
autografts because of their biocompatibility, handling characteristics, porosity, 
different rates of dissolution, chemical and physical resemblance to bone 
mineral, and potentially unlimited supply at a modest cost. (Han, Carranza et al. 
1984; Perry 1999) Granular porous hydroxyapatite (HA) has been considered a 
unique alloplast, in that it is formed by the hydrothermal chemical conversion of 
sea coral from biogenic carbonate to HA. (White and Shers 1986) Ridge 
augmentation with HA particulate, with and without autogenous bone or plaster, 
was reported. (Frame, Laird et al. 1987) The second generation of calcium 
phosphate bone cements has shown promise in orthopedic and maxillofacial 
reconstruction, which also could indicate a use in implant reconstruction. 
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(Schmitt, Hwang et al. 1999) 
Biocompatible composite polymer is a composite of poly-methyl-
methacrylate and poly-hydroxyl-ethyl-methacrylate particles coated with calcium 
hydroxide (PPCH) *. This calcium hydroxide surface when exposed to the body 
fluids forms a calcium carbonate apatite. In laboratory and animal studies, it has 
been shown that fibrous tissue forms and attach to the beads of PPCH polymer. 
(Yukna 1990) A short term clinical response to the use of PPCH in periodontal 
defects has been explored by Yukna. In a study involving 21 adult patients with 
at least two moderate-deep defects, 71 defects received PPCH and 68 sites 
treated with debridement alone. Reentry performed after six months. Reentry 
showed the PPCH yielded significantly better mean defect fill of 2.2mm (60.8%) 
compared to 1.0mm (32.2%) with debridement alone. As far as residual defect 
depth, crestal resorption and percent defect resolution PPCH group also showed 
superior results. Significant difference was shown in the soft tissue 
measurements were in favor of PPCH in reduction of probing depth and CAL 
gain (Yukna 1990) which was comparable to other grafting materials available. 
Plotzke studied the histology of furcation defects grafted with PPCH in 
beagle dogs . The results revealed that PPCH particles were well tolerated by the 
animals with no abnormal tissue response. However, graft particles were 
encapsulated by connective tissue and periodontal healing did not result in any 
connective tissue attachment or bone regeneration; overall the graft acted as 
* HTR®, Bioplant R&D, LLC, 1771 Post Rd East; Westport, CT 06880-5606 
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biocompatible filler. (Plotzke, Barbosa et al. 1993) This is in agreement with a 
human study done on five volunteers who received PPCH polymer grafts; sites 
were removed en bloc for histologic analysis. The analysis showed particle 
encapsulation by connective tissue, epithelial adhesion and limited areas of 
connective tissue attachment. (Stahl, Froum et al. 1990) 
Poly anhydride-co-imides matrices are novel biodegradable polymeric 
materials with good mechanical properties designed specifically for orthopedic 
applications (Uhrich, lbim et al. 1998). This new family of polyanhydrides is 
capable of yielding high strength, degradable networks after exposure to light (Lu 
and Anseth 1999). Resorption is by surface erosion into the water phase (Lu and 
Anseth 1999). Recently, a new technology where PPCH and polyanhydride (PA) 
formulations are combined with a lighUchemical hardening technology placed 
with easy- to- use 3- phase delivery system has been proposed to improve 
implant stability, to promote longer and stronger host bone formation by slow 
resorption of synthetic material when immediate implant is placed. Additionally, it 
contains very thin layers of barium sulfate for radiopacity. PA t is a rapidly 
resorbable, synthetic bone substitute material for applications in soft and hard 
tissue repair that can be light and/or chemically hardened allowing for immediate 
function. (Langer, Brem et al. 1981) 
t Kerr, a division of Sybron Dental Specialties, 1717 W. Collins Ave. Orange, CA 92867 
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11. Hypothesis and Specific Aims 
Since the studies with poly-methyl-methacrylate, poly-ethyl-methacrylate 
and calcium hydroxide polymer composite graft material have shown superior 
clinical results with regard to periodontal regenerative procedures, we 
hypothesized that the new lighUchemical hardening technology could improve 
these properties of PPCH especially when combined with PA, which has good 
mechanical properties with high strength and degradable networks in supporting 
implants immediately placed in extraction sockets. The aim of the present "proof 
of concept study" was to evaluate the impact of newly developed lighUchemically 
hardened PPCH + PA graft material on immediate implant stability and function 
compared to PPCH and PA alone in a mini-pig model. The specific aims were: 
1. To evaluate the ability of lighUchemically hardened PPCH + PA and PA 
graft materials to eliminate implant micromovement and increase stability 
when compared to no graft in immediately placed implants. 
2. To examine the resorption capacity and induction of subsequent bone 
formation of the lighUchemically hardened PPCH + PA graft material 
compared to PA alone and no graft. 
3. To determine whether the lighUchemically hardened PPCH + PA and PA 
bone substitutes can maintain stability of implants when immediate 
loading is utilized. 
4. To evaluate the capability of lighUchemically hardened PPCH + PA, PA 
and PPCH graft materials in socket preservation. 
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111. Materials and Methods 
1. Technology and Products 
An FDA cleared, biocompatible micro-porous composite of poly-methyl-
methacrylate, poly-hydroxy-ethyl-methacrylate and calcium hydroxide (PPCH) 
bone replacement graft material containing polyanhydride (PA) was obtained 
from the Sponsor+. PA is a rapidly resorbable, synthetic bone substitute material 
for applications in soft and hard tissue repair that can be light and/or chemically 
hardened allowing for immediate function. LighUchemical hardening technology§ 
is a proprietary combination of light and chemical based processes that harden 
bone substitute materials in situ. The 3-phase system is a device to deliver 
individual doses of synthetic bone graft materials, PPCH or PA or their 
combination, PPCH + PA, to the surgical site. In this study, PPCH + PA 
composite graft material and the individual formulations of PPCH and PA were 
applied manually using the 3-phase delivery system and hardened in situ with 
standard dental curing light to support immediate implants placed in fresh 
extraction sockets in mini-pigs. 
2. Animal Model 
Study protocol and experimental design were reviewed and approved by 
the Boston University Medical Center Institutional Animal Care and Use 
+Bioplant R&D/LLC, 1771 Post Rd East; Westport, CT 06880-5606 
§ LCH™ Bioplant R&D, LLC, 1771 Post Rd East; Westport, CT 06880-5606 
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Committee prior to study initiation. Three Gottingen® (minipigs (adult male; 18-
24 months old; average weight 35 kg) were purchased from the breeder** for this 
particular experiment and acclimatized for 7 days at the BUMC Laboratory 
Animal Science Center (LASC) prior to any study procedures. The minipigs were 
housed in metal cages separately throughout the study at a temperature of 24.2 
°C, a relative humidity of 55%, and fed with regular minipig diet according to 
manufacturer's guidelines and tap water ad libitum. Following the implant 
surgeries, the animals were placed on a semi-liquid diet, which was prepared by 
softening the regular diet with applesauce for two weeks. 
All surgical and post operative oral hygiene care procedures were 
performed in aseptic conditions and under general anesthesia performed by 
experienced veterinary personnel at the BUMC LASC. The surgeries were 
performed into two separate operational settings one week apart for each animal. 
After completion of the surgical operations, the animals were anesthetized at 2, 6 
weeks, and 12 weeks for postoperative oral care and implant stability tests 
(Figure 1 ). 
3. Implant Type 
Parallel wall, screw-type, 3.25 mm in diameter and 11.5 mm and 13 mm in 
**Marshall BioResources, 5800 Lake Bluff Road, North Rose, NY 14516 
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length titanium implantstt, healing abutments (4 mm in height), and surgical drill 
system++ were used in this study. 
4. Surgical procedures 
The animals premedicated with atropine (0.05 mg/kg, SC) and 
thiopentone (2.5% solution, 20 mg/kg IV). Further, an endotracheal tube was 
used for intubation and a mixture of isoflurane (0.5-2%) and oxygen/nitrous oxide 
(1:1) was administered. Local anesthesia with 2% Lidocaine with 1:100,000 
epinephrine was also administered to the surgical sites (0.5 cc per quadrant) to 
obtain local vasoconstriction and to prevent discomfort during extractions and 
implant placement. . 
In each minipig, maxillary and mandibular premolar (4 premolars per 
quadrant) and molar teeth (one molar tooth per quadrant) were extracted. 
Extractions were performed by elevation of a mucoperiosteal flap following 
sulcular and vertical release incisions at the distal of the first molar and mesial of 
the first premolar teeth, separation of the roots using multiblade burs and 
separation disks, and 
tt Osseotite® Certain® Microminiplant™, Biomet 3i™, Implant Innovations, Inc., 4555 
Riverside Drive, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 
u Osseocision™, Biomet 3i™, Implant Innovations, Inc., 4555 Riverside Drive, Palm 
Beach Gardens, FL 33410 
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I Soft diet 
Baseline§ 2 wk* 
Immediate Loading 
(Resume regular diet) 
Sacrifice~ 
l 
6wk* 12 wi<# 
Figure 1. Study Timeline. §All procedures were performed under general 
anesthesia. Tooth extractions (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th premolars were extracted, 
implants (parallel walled; 3.25mm/15 mm) and healing abutments (internal 
connection; 3.8mm/4mm) were placed; *Oral hygiene, implant check, and 
Periotest measurements. #Periotest measurements, tissue harvesting; ,-r animals 
were euthanized by overdose pentobarbital injections (120 mg/kg) 
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incision of periodontal ligament with an Orban scalpel§§_ 
After separation of the roots, periotome-assisted extractions were 
performed to prevent any additional trauma to the surrounding bone. Immediately 
after extractions, the sockets were irrigated with saline solution to remove any 
remnant of the teeth/roots separated. The implant-receiving sockets (mesial root 
of each premolar tooth) were prepared and implants were placed according to 
manufacturer's instructions for human use. The insertion torque was 40 Nern for 
each implant. The placement torque force was increased by steps of 5 Nern 
starting with 1 0Ncm when the rotation of the implant stopped because of the 
friction with the jawbone. Where necessary, the placement was completed with 
hand ratchet to optimally position the implant platform in order to maximize 
primary stability. The implants were inserted until the coronal aspect was 
completely under the bone. A total of 48 implants, 16 implants in each pig, were 
inserted . Implants in 11.5 mm length were placed in the mesial socket of first 
premolar teeth while the sockets of the second, third and fourth premolars 
received 13 mm implants in length based on the anatomical considerations. The 
healing abutments (4 mm collar height) were tightly screwed into the implants 
(internal connection) 2-3 mm away from the opposing occlusion for controlled 
immediate loading and left unsplinted. 
The crestal areas and all bony sites at the boundaries of implants were 
filled with either PPCH + PA, PPCH or PA graft material using 3-phase delivery 
§§ Hu-Friedy, Chicago, IL 
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system and dental curing light was used to harden the graft material for implant 
augmentation according to manufacturer's guidelines. The implant sites assigned 
to receive no graft (control) were left untreated. The placement of the graft 
material around the implants and on the crestal areas constituted a modified 
ridge augmentation procedure insuring tight closure without any exposure of the 
surface and flaps were primarily closed using 4-0 resorbable sutures. Primary 
closure of flaps was obtained by splitting the flap, where possible, and using 
matrix suture techniques. 
Each animal received 16 implants replacing four premolar teeth in each 
quadrant. Sites were randomly assigned to treatment groups; PCCH+PA, PCCH, 
PA and no graft. Out of total 12 quadrants in three minipigs, four quadrants (two 
maxillary, two mandibular, selected randomly) were either treated with PCCH+PA 
or PA graft materials whereas two quadrants (one maxillary and one mandibular) 
received either PCCH alone or no graft (Table 1 ). 
5. Post-operative care 
Antibiotic (Ceftiofur Sodium SID, 3-5 mg/kg, IMr * and analgesic therapies 
(buprenorphine peri-operatively at 0.02-0.05 mg/kg IV q4-6 hours, then IM BID 
for 2-3 days post-operatively; ketoprofen 3 mg/kg IM intra-operatively and 
meloxicam 0.4 mg/kg p.o SID x 3-4 days post-operatively) were administered . 
Animals were checked daily for the first week after surgery to confirm safety. All 
*** Naxcel® , Pfizer Inc, 235 E. 42nd St. New York, NY USA 
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animals were anesthetized using general anesthesia for a clinical follow-up and 
oral hygiene including brushing and irrigation with chlorhexidine digluconate at 2 
and 6 weeks post-operatively. At the end of the 12 weeks, animals were initially 
anesthetized with ketamine HCL/xylazine IM and euthanized by pentobarbital 
overdose (120+mg/kg, iv). Maxillas and mandibles were removed en bloc using 
analysis and then for undecalcified sectioning for further analysis with scanning 
electron microscopy-energy dispersed spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). The remaining 
24 implant-bone blocks were decalcified with ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid 
(EDTA) decalcification solution (10% EDTA solution in distilled water, pH 7.4 at 
4(C) for about 6 weeks for histological and histomorphometric analyses. Four 
mandibles representing each treatment group was used for microCT evaluations 
for bone quality (Table 2). 
6. Clinical and Macroscopic Evaluations 
Clinical and macroscopic evaluations included visual inspection, 
periodontal probing of the peri-implant sulcus, application of force (pullout force 
load) and Periotest measurements to determine implant stability (mobility) and 
radiographic evaluations to examine radiographic bone levels. 
6.1. Periotest Readings 
Each of the implants placed in 3 animals were tested starting at 2 weeks 
after immediate loading and repeated at 6 and 12 weeks using the device 
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Table 1. Distribution of Treatments per Sites 
Group # implants placed Maxilla Mandible 
PPCH + PA 16 8 8 
PA 16 8 8 
PPCH 8 4 4 
No graft 8 4 4 
PPCH + PA; poly-methyl-methacrylate, poly-ethyl-methacrylate, calcium 
hydroxide + polyanhydride PA; polyanhydride; PPCH; poly-methyl-methacrylate, 
poly-ethyl-methacrylate, calcium hydroxide 
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according to manufacturer 's instructions ttt (Figure 2). The measurement 
recorded by the device is converted by a mathematical formula to a Periotest 
value (PTV), which is a unit of mobility . The PTV scale ranges from -8 (clinically 
firm) to +50 (very loose). It is reported that the range of -8 to +9 PTV units 
corresponds to a clinical assessment of O on the Miller Index. Periotest values in 
the negative range usually indicate ankylotic healing of an osseointegrated dental 
implant. For dental implant, a PTV of +10 or higher generally means 
osseointegration was not achieved. Calibration of the device using the cap 
provided by the manufacturer and positioning the handpiece parallel to the floor 
and perpendicular to the surface of the implant abutment were carefully done 
prior to each Periotest procedure (2, 6 and 12 weeks). Measurements were 
carried out at the same location and in the same tapping direction. To avoid 
intraexaminer variability the same examiner (H-H) performed all the Periotest 
measurements throughout the study. Mean PTVs were determined for all 
implants at 2, 6 and 12 weeks for all groups . The mean PTVs were determined 
for implants in maxillary sites and for implants in mandibular sites separately . The 
values recorded during this study were between -7 and +1. 
6.2 . Soft Tissue Probing (Peri-implant Probing Depth) 
A UNC15 periodontal probe was used to measure the probing attachment 
level at six point of each implant at 12 weeks immediately after removal of the 
ttt Periotest ®, Medizintechnik Gulden e. K, Eschenweg 3, 64397 Modautal, Germany 
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Table 2. Study samples and analysis 
Treatment Site TesUMeasurements n 
Implants Periotest Reading 47 
Implants Soft Tissue Probing (Pocket Depth) 47 
Implants/Sockets Radiographs 47/60 
Implants Pullout Test (lnstron) 23 
Sockets MicroCT 20 
Implants/Sockets H istology/H istomorphometry 24 
Implants Undecalcified Sectioning and EDS Test 23 
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A B 
Figure 2. Periotest measurements were performed using Periotest® device (A) 
according to manufacturer's instructions following immediate loading at 2 weeks, 
6 weeks and 12 weeks. The values recorded during this study were between -7 
and +1. Measurements were carried out at the same location and in the same 
tapping direction (8). 
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jaws. The same examiner performed all probing measurement to avoid 
intraexaminer variability. The periodontal probe placed into soft tissue sulcus 
around implant at six points; mesiobuccal, midbuccal, distobuccal, mesiolingual, 
midlingual, and distolingual sites and mean probing depth was calculated for all 
groups. 
6.3. Radiographic Evaluations 
Immediately after sacrificing the animals at 12 weeks, the maxillas and 
mandibles were harvested en bloc and split in half and fixed in 10% formalin. 
Before block sectioning, the radiographs were taken with a digital X-ray+++ from 
all implant sites. Digital radiographs were evaluated using the software§§§ where 
radiological bone loss around implants was evaluated by counting the implant 
threads outside of bone at both sides (mesial and distal) was measured to 
calculate the crestal bone loss. 
6.4. Mechanical (Pullout Force) Test 
After radiographic images, soft tissue surrounding the neck of the implants 
was carefully removed with a Gracey curette. The block specimens were 
produced by cutting transverse sections (4-9 mm thick) from the central region of 
the bone specimens containing implants. The abutments were tightened and 
Ht Schick Technologies Inc., Long Island City, NY 
§§§ CDR DICOM®, Schick Technologies Inc., Long Island City, NY 
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secured to prevent possible collaps~ of the implant neck during the pullout test. 
Biomechanical testing was performed with a universal testing machine**** (Figure 
3) on fresh sections to determine pullout force load strength of bone-implant 
interface. The abutment was grasped by the mouths of the lnstron machine and 
positioned to apply a pure axial moments for reliability of the measurements. The 
implant-abutment was pulled apart from the integrated bone block and the peak 
loads were recorded by the load transducer. At the point of implant failure, the 
test was stopped immediately to prevent complete damage of the interface. The 
maximum force load, displacement at maximum load, load at auto break and 
displacement at auto break were calculated and transferred to the computer file 
by the lnstron Software program. The full-scale load range was 10.000 kN and 
crosshead speed was 0.5 mm/min. In total 23 implant blocks (7 PPCH+PA; 8 PA 
alone, 4 PCCH alone and 4 No Graft) were tested. 
7. Microscopic Analysis 
7.1. Quantitative Microcomputed Tomography (MicroCT) 
Alveolar bone structure and tissue compositions were examined by 
quantitative microcomputed tomography (microCT; µCT) following socket 
preservation with all materials tested in the study. MicroCT was used as an 
assessment tool for structural aspects of the bone. Four specimens obtained 
from the mandible of the animals representing each of the treatment groups were 
**** lnstron Model 4202, Canton, MA 
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Figure 3. Pullout test was performed with a universal testing machine (lnstron, 
Canton, Mass, USA) at the BUSDM Biomaterials Laboratory. Calibration of the 
load cell was performed before each test, continuous loading was applied at a 
crosshead speed 0.5 mm/min and full scale load range was set at 10.000 kN. 
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evaluated by µCT at 12 weeks. Immediately before scanning , individual 
quadrants stored in 10% formalin at 4(C were allowed to calibrate to room 
temperature. Scans were performed using a Scanco µCT 40 systems tttt 
located in the Orthopaedic and Development Biomechanics Laboratory. 
MicroCT scans were carried out at a resolution of 36 µm/voxel. 
Specimens were immersed in 10% formalin solution during scanning in order to 
minimize decomposition of the tissue throughout the duration of the scan (~20 
minutes). During the scanning they were maintained in a uniform position using 
a custom foam jig to orient the specimen in the scanner. Samples were 
binarized using the same parameters for filter and threshold. Immediately after 
µCT testing, all specimens were placed in 10% formalin solution and stored in -
4°C. 
Subsequent analysis of the scans was carried out using the software of 
Scano Medical. Measurements of the bone (total volume), and density (volume 
fraction and mineral density) are made directly from the µCT image data of each 
specimen. A global threshold algorithm was used which applies a fixed, constant 
threshold to all specimens. A constrained 30 Gaussian filter (filter width = 0.8, 
filter support = 1 voxel) was used to partially suppress image noise. The total 
volume, mineralized volume fraction, and mineral density were then calculated 
using standard routinism provide by the system manufacturer. The mineral 
density was calculated in the same manner described above. Trabecular and 
tttt Scanco Medical, Bassersdorf, Switzerland 
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cortical data was then extracted and processed to obtain the following 
morphometric parameters: bone mineral density (BMD: mm HA/cm3) and bone 
mineral content (BMC) were calculated for both area of interest (ROI) 
For these measurements, an area of interest , ROI (outlined using the 
standard square measuring tool) surrounding each implant was defined as: distal 
of first implant, mesial of second implant and distal of first implant, distal of 
second implant, mesial of third implant an distal of second implant, distal of third 
implant, mesial of fourth implant and distal of third implant and distal of fourth 
implant. In addition the molar site treated with socket preservation was defined 
as augmentation site. Measurements were done for each sample. 
The following measurements were obtained from the MicroCT scanning 
for both trabecular and cortical bone: 
• Total Volume (TV): The total volume of tissue enclosed by the contours 
and has been measured 
• Bone Volume (BV): The volume of the voxels that are above the threshold 
(8192), i.e. the volume of bone (or mineralized) tissue . 
• BVrrv: Bone volume fraction is the ratio of bone volume to total volume. 
This parameter is described as a percentage of the total volume that is 
bone. 
• Bone Mineral Density (BMD): The average mineral density of only those 
voxels above the threshold (i.e., voxels which are considered to be bone 
tissue.) 
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• Bone Mineral Content (BMC): The average mass of bone mineral over 
those voxels above the threshold (i.e., those considered to be bone). 
7 .2. Histopathological Analysis 
7.2.1. Decalcified sections 
The maxilla and mandible were dissected free and block sections of each 
of the implants and sockets with surrounding bone were prepared and placed in 
individual vials containing 10% formalin for fixation for at least 72 hours. The 
resected blocks were gently demineralized in 0.5M EDTA, embedded in paraffin 
and 5 µm serial sections were made in a buccolingual longitudinal orientation 
using a microtome. The sections were stained alternatively with either 
hematoxylin and eosin stain (Man & Marshalleck 1995) or Masson's trichrome 
stain for histological evaluations of implant-bone contact, bone and collagen 
formation and histomorphometric measurements. 
In addition, two sections at each quadrant (first and second implants) that 
were evaluated for pull-out test using lnstron were further trimmed for optimum 
fixative penetration and fixed for a total of six weeks. Subsequently, blocks were 
further prepared either for scanning electron microscopy or for ground sections. 
7.2.2. Ground (Undecalcified) sections 
Samples were dehydrated in a graduated series of ethanols and infiltrated 
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in Exakt Technovit 7200 VLc:i::i::i::i: according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
Samples were cut using an Exakt 300 parallel band saw system and an Exakt 
400CS grinding and polishing device. Samples were then mounted on plastic 
slide holders. Surfaces were ground and polished using a graded series of Exact 
polishing papers with a smallest size of P2500. Thickness of ground sections 
was between 15 and 25 mm in average. 
7 .3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron microprobe 
analysis 
For scanning electron microscopy, implant-bone blocks (n=23) were 
sagittally cut using the Exakt 300 parallel band saw and gradually dehydrated. 
For optimum preservation of details, surfaces were left uncoated and analyzed 
using a Hitachi S-3000N scanning electron microscope§§§§_ Electron microscope 
analysis was conducted using the same Hitachi S-3000N scanning electron 
microscope with an Oxford Inca EDX system and a light element X-ray 
detector***** (15mm WO). Elemental composition was determined as weight 
percent and calcium/phosphate (Ca/P) ratios were calculated from five 
measurements per area selected. 
++++ EXAKT Technologies, Oklahoma City, OK, USA 
§§§§ Hitachi Instruments Engineering Co., lbarki, Japan 
***** Oxford Instruments Analytical, High Wycombe, Bucks HP123SE, UK 
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7 .3.1. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometric (EDS) Assessment 
The implants were evaluated to determine the chemical composition of 
implant-bone interface by an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDS) system connected to 
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The system is able to detect the atoms 
with an atomic weight equal to or greater to that of boron, and allows 
semiquantitative determination of composition of a surface within a thickness 
range of about 1 µm with a high resolution. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) was used to identify and evaluate the relative concentrations of all the 
chemical elements present in the tissues and was carried out using point 
analysis, line-scan and mapping facilities with EDS system. A total of more than 
200-point analyses was carried out on the sections. These included at least three 
sites within bone in areas with no visible adjacent biomaterial in each section, to 
determine the elemental composition of the natural bone as a base-line for 
comparison. Additional information was obtained from line scans and elemental 
maps. 
8. Statistical Analysis 
The data obtained by direct measurements during morphologic 
assessment were used in multiple statistical analyses. Mean values for probing 
depth measurements, Periotest readings, pullout load values and µCT 
calculations were utilized to determine the changes in implant stability between 
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the test groups. Mean values were compared using one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with post hoc LSD correction. In addition, the 
histomorphometric changes and Ca:P ratios were analyzed using ANOVA with 
LSD correction. All statistical evaluations were performed using a statistical 
package ttttt. 
IV. Results 
1. Clinical and Macroscopic Analysis 
All sites treated with implants and socket preservations with or without 
augmentation materials healed without major complications. A few sites exhibited 
some minor gingival inflammation due to heavy calculus deposition around the 
implants at each time point (2, 6 and 12 weeks) (Figure 1 ). Some abutments 
were found lost and replaced, loose abutments were tightened. At 6 weeks, one 
implant was lost most probably due to a trauma after 2 weeks evaluations. The 
animal had an anesthesia complication during the evaluation and had to be 
intubated by mouth. No further health problem was observed, but the implant 
became loose and lost during this period. The abutments occlusal surfaces 
exhibited contact points (tattered and shining), which indicated function. At 
sacrifice, all implants showed good healing results and clinical stability except the 
one lost at 6 weeks (Table 3). 
ttttt Statistical Package for the Social Sciences® version 11.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, Chicago, IL USA) 
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Table 3. Treatment Sites and Implant Survival 
# of Animals # implants 
placed 
3 48 
# implants lost 
or failed 
1 (at 6 wk) 
Observation 
period 
12 weeks 
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1.1. Probing Pocket Depth and Radiological Assessments 
Figures 4 and 5 show the clinical soft tissue and radiographical bone 
examinations . The probing pocket depths around implants did not indicate any 
pathological pocket formation and associated bone loss. PCCH+PA was slightly 
better than the other groups but there was no statistically significant difference 
between groups with respect to the pocket depth (Figure 4; p>0.05). 
Digital radiographs were evaluated using the software where radiological 
bone density and amount evaluated. The bone loss around implants was 
calculated by counting the exposed implant threads. The radiographs were 
evaluated for the assessment of the implant threads in the bone and any 
radiolucency between the implant-bone interfaces (Kallus, Bessing et al. 2009). 
Overall, radiographs revealed that immediate implant placement and immediate 
loading resulted in bone at or slightly apical to the first thread of the implant in all 
groups at 12 weeks. Radiographs did not reveal any significant radiolucency at 
the crestal or apical bone or at the implant-bone interface along the implant 
(Figure 5). The exposed thread numbers at the crestal level varied between O to 
3, and PA alone group demonstrated the highest number of threads exposed 
among the groups (mean(SD=2.6 (0.8; p<0.05), while the implants augmented 
with PCCH + PA had thread exposure at very minimal level (0.8(0.9) (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: Soft tissue around implants. A. soft tissue surrounding the neck of the 
implants showed normal characteristics. B. Soft tissue probing was made at six 
points around each implant. Mean ± SD was compared between groups. No 
statistically significant difference was found between groups (p>0.05). 
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Figure 5. Radiographic evaluations. Digital radiographs were obtained after 
sample harvesting (ex-vivo) using Schick technology. The radiographs were 
evaluated for counting implant threads exposed and any radiolucency between 
the implant-bone interfaces using the software. PA group demonstrated the 
highest number of threads exposed among the groups (mean ± S0=2.6 (0.8; 
*p<0.05) , while the implants augmented with PPCH + PA had minimal tread 
exposure (0.8±0.9 ; #p<0.001 compared to PA group). 
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1.2. Periotest Measurements 
Periotest values recorded in the study were ranging between -7 and +1, 
which all showed a clinical stability for all implants. PTVs were recorded at 2 
weeks following immediate loading and repeated at 6 and 12 weeks. The mean 
PTV was calculated between groups for all implants (Table 4, Figure 6 A). Based 
on the Periotest analysis, PPCH + PA displayed higher stability on average 
compared to all other groups throughout the study (p=0.004, p=0.03, and p::;Q.04 
compared to PA, PPCH, and no graft groups, respectively). Considering all 
implants placed either in maxilla or mandible, PPCH + PA group showed better 
Periotest values at each time point starting at 2 weeks but the difference was not 
statistically significant when compared to other groups (Figure 6 A; p>0.05). 
The mean PTV was also calculated separately for implants placed in 
maxilla and placed in mandible (Figure 68 and C). At 2 and 12 weeks, the 
Periotest values of implants augmented with PCCH+PA were found statistically 
significantly better compared to PCCH alone group when only maxillary implants 
were evaluated (Figure 68). When implants placed into mandible were 
considered, PCCH+PA displayed better stability at 2 weeks compared to no graft 
group (p=0.05). There was no statistically significant difference between no graft 
group and any of the other graft materials tested (Figure 6C). 
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Table 4. Changes in Periotest Values (PTV) for All Implants Following Loading 
at 2 weeks [mean (SD)] 
Group n Failure 2-week 6-week 12-week A- PTV 
No graft 8 0 -1.5 -2.8 -2.3 -2.2 
(2.0) (1.7) (2.0) 
PPCH 8 0 -1.1 -2.3 -1.5 -1.6 
(2.0) (0.5) (1.3) 
PA 16 0 -1.8 -2.1 -2.0 -2.0 
(1.4) (1.3) (1.4) 
PPCH + PA 16 0 -2.7 -3.1 -2.5 -2.8 
(1.9) (1.4) (1.4) 
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Figure 6. Implant stability. Periotest measurements were recorded at 2, 6 and 12 
weeks before euthanasia. A. When all implants were considered regardless of 
location, PPCH +PA group showed better Periotest values (stability) at each time 
point in terms of stability although the difference between groups was not 
statically significant; (p>0.05). B. When only maxillary implants were evaluated, 
at 2 and 12 weeks, the Periotest values of implants augmented with PPCH + PA 
were found statistically significantly better compared to PPCH group (p<0.05). C. 
When implants placed into mandible were considered, PPCH + PA displayed 
better stability at 2 weeks compared to no graft group (p=0.05). There was no 
statistically significant difference between no graft group and any of the other 
graft materials tested. 
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1.3. Biomechanical Testing (Pullout Test) 
Mechanical pullout tests of all the implants showed similar bond strength. 
The mean peak values and standard deviations were calculated by the lnstron 
mechanical analysis software and statistical analysis were performed. According 
to this evaluation the mean max load at breakage for PCCH + PA, PA, PCCH 
and no graft was 0.78 ± 0.05, 0.69 ± 0.15, 0.71 ± 0.06, and 0.69 ± 0.14, 
respectively. Although, PCCH+PA treated bone showed slightly more strength to 
pullout test, statistically there was no difference between any of the groups 
(Figure 7 A). The displacement distance at the maximum load was also similar 
for all groups (Figure 7B). 
2. Microscopic Analysis 
2.1 . Quantitative Microcomputed Tomography (MicroCT) 
Two-dimensional (20) and three-dimensional (30) images were taken 
using MicroCT 80 and the bone volume, bone density and bone mineral content 
were calculated using Scano Medical software. Figure 8 demonstrates both 
implant-bone interface and socket preservation sites treated with PPCH + PA. 
New bone was densely deposited around the implant while the socket showed a 
normal bone reformation with well-organized trabeculation and cortical bone 
formation at the extraction site. Figure 9 represents the 30 evaluations of the 
sites around implants, between implants and sockets and within the sockets. As 
shown in all sections, the new bone formation characterized by well-organized 
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Figure 7. Mechanical (pull-out) test. To evaluate the bond strength of implant-
bone interface pull out test, each bone block (total of 23) containing an implant 
was subjected to pull-out test by grasping the abutment and applying a pure axial 
moments for reliability of the measurements using a universal testing machine 
(lnstron). The peak loads during the pull-out test were recorded by the load 
transducer and automatically transferred to a computer software program 
attached to the machine. A. The displacement distance at maximum load (10.000 
kN) was similar for all groups (p>0.05). 8. No statistically significant difference 
was found between the groups with respect to the force load at the time of the 
displacement (p>0.05). 
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A B 
Figure 8. Two-Dimensional (2D) (CT evaluations of implant-bone interface (A) 
and socket preservation (B) sites treated with PPCH + PA. New bone was 
densely deposited around the implant while the socket showed a normal bone 
reformation with well-organized trabeculation and cortical bone formation at the 
extraction site. 
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A B C 
Figure 9. Three-Dimensional (30) µCT evaluations of the sites around implants, 
between implants and sockets and within the sockets. As shown in all sections, A 
(Implant-Bone interface), B (between two implants), and C (socket 
augmentation), the new bone formation characterized by well-organized 
trabecular and cortical structure around the implant and within the augmented 
sites. 
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trabecular and cortical structure around the implant and within the augmented 
sites. 
MicroCT measurements were calculated for trabecular bone volume, bone 
density (BMD) and bone mineral content (BMC) for all groups. Both trabecular 
and cortical bone cortical bone measurements did not reveal any significant 
difference between the groups . PPCH showed the least effect in trabecular bone 
formation; however the difference was not significant. All materials showed 
positive effects on trabecular and cortical bone formation in extraction sockets 
Figure 10). 
2.2. Histopathological Assessments 
In all groups, no obvious bone resorption around implants was observed in 
H&E stained sections. A direct bone-to-implant contact to various extents was 
seen at all sections . The bony deposition revealed a lamellar and in some parts 
trabecular structure containing numerous osteoblasts at the surface of bone 
trabeculae (Figures, 11, 12, 13, and 14). 
The surrounding bone of the PA, PPCH and no graft groups had a loose 
structure with high number of spaces filled with fat and connective tissue. Some 
areas of implants were covered by thin trabecular bone (Figures 12, 13 and 14). 
With most of the implants in PPCH + PA group, however, a mineralized tissue 
and newly formed bone, with increased density around cervical and middle parts 
of the implants was observed. 
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Figure 10. MicroCT results for trabecular and cortical bone volume for all groups. 
The percentage of BV/TV was calculated. Both trabecular and cortical bone 
cortical bone measurements did not reveal any significant difference between the 
groups. All materials showed positive effects on trabecular and cortical bone 
formation in extraction sockets. 
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The newly formed bone was detectable with no signs of inflammation or 
connective tissue formation. Healthy Haversian systems in close contact with the 
implant surface, especially within the thread of the implant were observed. In 
addition, a number of osteocytes within numerous lacunae were seen localized 
around the threads especially in the coronal portion of the implants (Figure 11 ). 
Evaluation of Masson's trichrome-stained sections was done on a 
descriptive basis only. No statistical procedures were performed. These sections 
allowed clear visualization of the presence of new bone formation and collagen 
deposition within the newly formed bone and bone matrix. The new bone stained 
a less deep red color than the older preexisting bone. Masson's trichrome -
stained sections showed new bone formation at the coronal and mid portions of 
the implant where a direct bone-implant contact was observed with regard to 
PPCH + PA composite graft material (Figure 15). The old and new bone 
incorporated by a newly formed bone matrix with numerous osteoblasts within 
the newly formed bone and in the bone matrix. 
The newly formed connective tissue consisted of well-organized 
collagen fibers and fibroblasts. The normal appearance of bone with hawship 
lacunaes and blood vessels was observed in the implant threads. Sites 
augmented with PA, PPCH, and no graft demonstrated partial new bone 
formation in conjunction to newly formed connective tissue at the implant bone 
interface. The bone matrix between the old and new bone was loosely organized 
and contained fewer osteoblast compared to PPCH + PA sections. 
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A) 
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B) 
Figure 11. H&E staining of sections obtained from sites treated with PPCH + PA. 
(25X, 1 00X and 200X magnifications). A and B. With most of the implants in 
PPCH + PA group, a mineralized tissue and newly formed bone, with increased 
density around cervical and middle parts of the implants was observed. The 
newly formed bone was detectable with no signs of inflammation or connective 
tissue formation. Healthy Haversian systems in close contact with the implant 
surface, especially within the thread of the implant were observed (200X). In 
addition, a number of osteocytes within numerous lacunae were seen localized 
around the threads especially in the coronal portion of the implants (200X). 
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A) 
PA 
B) 
Figure 12. H&E staining of sections obtained from sites treated with PA. (25X, 
1 00X and 200X magnifications). A and B. Although a direct bone-to-implant 
contact to various extents was seen in few sections, in most of the sections, the 
surrounding bone had a loose structure with high number of spaces filled with fat 
and connective tissue (100 and 200X). 
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A) 
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Figure 13. H&E staining of sections obtained from sites treated with PPCH. (25X, 
1 00X and 200X magnifications) . A and B. In most of the sections, the implant 
bone contact was not seen, the implant-bone interface was mostly formed by 
connective tissue or a thin trabecular bone (100 and 200X). 
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A) 
No Graft 
B) 
Figure 14. H&E staining of sections obtained from sites without any graft (25X, 
1 00X and 200X magnifications). A and B. In most of the sections, the implant-
bone interface was mostly formed by connective tissue. The implants were not in 
close contact with bone (100 and 200X). 
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2.3. Histomorphometric Findings 
Bone-to-implant contact was calculated using linear measurement 
performed on each of the samples. Measurements on H&E stained sections were 
made at the coronal aspects for the distance between the sub-epithelial 
connective tissue to the bone-implant contact (BIC) and the distance between the 
bone crest and the BIC. Sites augmented with PPCH + PA showed more bone 
to implant contact surface at the coronal sites compared to other groups (Figure 
16). Although the difference between PPPCH + PA treated group was not 
statistically significant, both PPCH + PA and PA treatment resulted in significantly 
greater BIC surface than PPCH and no graft treated implants. 
2.4. Undecalcified Sections 
Figures 17 and 18 show the undecalcified sections stained with Villanueva 
staining for all groups. Implant to bone interface at the coronal, mid and apical 
portions of the implant for each slide was evaluated. No gaps or PPCH + PA 
treated samples (Figure 17, panel A, original magnification 25x). The higher 
magnification indicates the newly apposed bone in contact with implant surface 
(original magnification 1 00x). The PA treated sections, showed connective tissue 
formation at the coronal part of the implant in close contact to implant surface. 
The newly formed bone was also seen, but was less than the bone detected in 
PPCH + PA treated sites (Figure 17, panel B, original magnification at 25x and 
1 00x). 
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PPCH + PA PA PPCH No graft 
Figure 15. Evaluation of Masson's trichrome-stained sections (at 100 and 200X) 
The new bone stained a less deep red color than the older preexisting bone. 
New bone formation was seen at the coronal and mid portions of the implants 
treated with PPCH + PA composite graft material. The old and new bone 
incorporated by a newly formed bone matrix with numerous osteoblasts within 
the newly formed bone and in the bone matrix. The newly formed connective 
tissue consisted of well-organized collagen fibers and fibroblasts. Sites 
augmented with PA, PPCH, and no graft demonstrated partial new bone 
formation in conjunction to newly formed connective tissue at the implant bone 
interface. The bone matrix between the old and new bone was loosely organized 
and contained fewer osteoblast compared to PPCH + PA sections. 
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Figure 16. Histometric analysis. Bone-to-implant contact was calculated using 
linear measurement performed on each of the samples. Measurements on H&E 
stained sections were made at the coronal aspects for the distance between the 
sub-epithelial connective tissue to the bone-implant contact (BIC) and the 
distance between the bone crest and the BIC. Sites augmented with PPCH + PA 
showed more bone to implant contact surface at the coronal sites compared to 
other groups. Although the difference between PA treated group was not 
statistically significant, both PPCH + PA and PA treatment resulted in significantly 
greater BIC surface than PPCH and no graft treated implants. *Statistically 
significant compared to PPCH and no graft groups (p<0.05). 
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The implant sites treated with PPCH has also showed newly formed bone 
in conjunction with connective tissue at the coronal portion of the implant surface 
(Figure 18, panel A; original magnification at 25x). The coronal threads of the 
implant were in contact to connective tissue but also with newly formed bone with 
collagen fibers (Figure 18, panel A; original magnification at 1 00x). Sites without 
augmentation showed slow bone apposition and less bone-implant contact 
surface compared to all other groups (Figure 18, panel B; original magnification 
at 25x) and the bone-to implant contact was loosely organized where connective 
tissue was also seen (Figure 18, panel B, original magnification at 1 00x). 
2.5. Scanning Electron Microscope Analyses 
The implants were evaluated using field emission SEM. SEM 
microphotographs revealed well osseointegrated implant surfaces in the PCCH + 
PA treated sites. Healthy ultrastructure and appearance of the interface was 
found at the places of direct contact between the implant and bone. The newly 
formed bone in PCCH + PA treated sites appeared to be well-organized with less 
marrow spaces and well-distributed osteocytes (Figure 19A), while the peri-
implant bone of the PA and PPCH treated sites appeared rich in marrow spaces 
and less organized with poorly distributed osteocytes (Figure 19B and Figure 
20A). The sites without augmentation showed large bone marrow spaces and 
poorly distributed osteocytes around bone-to implant contact area (Figure 20B). 
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B) 
PA 
Figure 17. Undecalcified sections stained with Villanueva staining for groups 
PPCH + PA and PA. Implant to bone interface at the coronal, mid and apical 
portions of the implant for each slide was evaluated. A. No gaps or connective 
tissue formation was found between bone and implant surface in the PPCH + PA 
treated samples (original magnification 25x). The higher magnification (1 00x) 
indicates the newly apposed bone in contact with implant surface. B. The PA 
treated sections, showed connective tissue formation at the coronal part of the 
implant in close contact to implant surface. The newly formed bone was also 
seen, but was less than the bone detected in PPCH + PA treated sites. 
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A) 
PPCH 
B) 
No Graft 
Figure 18. Undecalcified sections stained with Villanueva staining for PPCH and 
no graft. A. The implant sites treated with PPCH has showed newly formed bone 
in conjunction with connective tissue at the coronal portion of the implant surface 
(lower magnification). The coronal threads of the implant were in contact to 
connective tissue but also with newly formed bone with collagen fibers (higher 
magnification). B. Sites without augmentation showed slow bone apposition and 
less bone-implant contact surface compared to all other groups (lower 
magnification) and the bone-to implant contact was loosely organized where 
connective tissue was also seen (higher magnification) . 
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Figure 19. Field emission SEM evaluation of implant-bone interface. A. SEM 
microphotographs revea led well osseointegrated implant surfaces in the PCCH + 
PA treated sites . Healthy ultrastructure and appearance of the interface was 
found at the places of direct contact between the implant and bone . The newly 
formed bone in PCCH + PA treated sites appeared to be well-organized with less 
marrow spaces and well-distributed osteocytes (left panel) . B. The peri-implant 
bone of the PA treated sites appeared rich in marrow spaces and less organized 
with poorly distributed osteocytes (left panel). 
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Figure 20. Field emission SEM evaluation of implant-bone interface . A and B. 
The peri-implant bone of the both the PPCH treated sites and non-treated sites 
showed large marrow spaces and connective tissue formation between implant 
and old bone (left panel). 
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2.6. Energy Dispersed X-ray Evaluations 
Energy dispersed X-ray (EDS or EDX) analysis demonstrated that the 
surface was mainly composed of oxygen, calcium, phosphorus, nitrogen and 
carbon elements. EDX results showed that the surface of implants without 
augmentation was mainly composed of calcium and phosphorus, but little 
oxygen, while the PCCH + PA, and PA treated sites were mainly composed of 
calcium and phosphorus but also rich in oxygen levels (Figure 21A). The PCCH 
sites showed high oxygen levels however, the calcium and phosphorus levels 
were less (Figure 21A). 
Using EDS, the Ca/P ratio was also calculated. Figure 21 B demonstrates 
the Ca/P ratios for each group. Scanning electron micrographs revealed a tighter 
implant socket interface in PCCH + PA group compared to PA alone, PCCH 
alone and no graft groups, with reduced microfissures and dentate bone interface 
fractures. In detail, the SEM analysis revealed that sites treated with PCCH + PA 
showed least microfissures between implant and bone, least amount of fractures 
in implant-bone interface after pull-out test. Conversely, the implants treated with 
PA showed approximately 10 µm microfissures between implant and bone, 
"brittle" bone interface with fractures due to pull-out test. In parallel, PCCH group 
also resulted in approximately 10 µm microfissures between implant and bone 
with fractured implant-bone interface, however showed better integration 
compared to no-graft group. No graft group showed approximately 20 µm high 
oxygen levels however, the calcium and phosphorus levels were less. 
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Figure 21. Energy Dispersed X-ray (EDX) analysis on implants subjected to pull-
out test. A. EDX results showed that the surface of implants without 
augmentation was mainly composed of calcium and phosphorus, but little 
oxygen, while the PPCH + PA, and PA treated sites were mainly composed of 
Calcium and phosphorus but also rich in oxygen levels. The PPCH sites showed 
microfissures between implant and bone and fractured dentate bone interface 
· due to pull-out test. B. Ca/P ratios were calculated at five different areas for each 
sample and the mean ± standard deviation was used for statistical comparisons. 
Although PPCH + PA and PPCH showed higher Ca/P ratios compared to P and 
No graft groups, this difference did not reach to statistical significance (p>0.05). 
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3. Alveolar Ridge Augmentation and Socket Preservation at the Extraction 
Sockets 
H&E stained sections obtained mainly from the molar sites augmented 
with the tested materials were evaluated under light microscopy for new bone 
formation and tissue reaction. Figures 22, 23 and 24 demonstrate the presence 
of compact bone with many osteocyte lacunae and regularly distributed vascular 
structures located in marrow spaces and in Haversian canals were detectable in 
all sections. No inflammatory cell infiltration was present at any of the augmented 
sites. Some sections (mostly PA and PPCH + PA treated) showed unresorbed 
graft particles encapsulated within the supracrestal connective tissue as a foreign 
body reaction (Figure 23 A). Histologic analysis revealed that sections of PPCH 
+ PA treated-specimens demonstrated densely organized connective tissue and 
more new bone formation compared to all other groups. The bone formation was 
delayed in the PA, PPCH and no graft groups. Sections from non-grafted 
specimens showed loosely organized bone matrix and less new bone formation 
between host bone particles (Figure 24 A and B). 
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A) 
PPCH + PA 
B) 
E: Epithelium 
CB: Compact bone 
CT: Connective Tissue 
BM: Bone Matri x 
Figure 22. H&E stained sections obtained from sockets augmented with PPCH + 
PA. Histological analysis demonstrates a healthy gingiva, connective tissue and 
bone with a well organized fiber attachment (A). The presence of compact bone 
with many osteocyte lacunae and regularly distributed vascular structures located 
in marrow spaces and in Haversian canals were detectable in all sections (A and 
B). No inflammatory cell infiltration was present at the augmented sites. PPCH + 
PA treated-specimens demonstrated densely organized connective tissue and 
more new bone formation compared to all other groups. 
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E: Epithelium 
CB: Compact bone 
CT: Connective Tissue 
BM: Bone Matri x 
Figure 23. H&E stained sections obtained from sockets augmented with PA. 
Some sections of PA treated sites showed unresorbed graft particles 
encapsulated within the supracrestal connective tissue as a foreign body reaction 
(A). However in general a healthy gingiva connective tissue and new bone 
formation was seen, although the bone formation was delayed compared to 
PPCH + PA treated sites (B). 
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A) 
PPCH 
B) 
No Graft 
E: Epithelium 
CB: Compact bone 
CT: Connective Tissue 
BM: Bone Matrix 
Figure 23. H&E stained sections obtained from sockets augmented with PPCH 
(A) or from sockets that were not augmented (8). The bone formation was 
delayed in both PPCH and no graft groups indicated by large bone matrix and 
less compact bone. Sections from non-grafted specimens showed loosely 
organized bone matrix and less new bone formation between host bone particles 
(8) . 
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V. Discussion 
After tooth extraction, immediate implant installation has been suggested 
for prevention of alveolar bone loss and reduction of the overall treatment period 
(Rosenquist and Grenthe 1996). In a recent review, Esposito et al evaluated 
success, function, complications and patient satisfaction between immediate, 
immediate-delayed, and delayed implants and they concluded that immediate 
and immediate-delayed implants may offer some advantages over delayed 
implants in terms of patient satisfaction and aesthetics, possibly by preserving 
alveolar bone. (Esposito, Grusovin et al. 2007) 
To minimize the risk of implant failures, it was suggested that immediate 
postextraction implants should be kept load-free during the healing period. 
However, nowadays it is well known that immediate loading is a predictable 
procedure, which does not impair but rather enhances bone formation when 
some criteria are respected. (Schenk, Buser et al. 1994) In a review where 
different times for loading dental implants were examined, the authors concluded 
that it was possible to successfully load dental implants immediately or early after 
their placement in selected patients, but a high degree of primary implant stability 
seems to be one of the prerequisites for a successful immediate/early loading 
procedure. (Esposito, Grusovin et al. 2007) 
In most extraction cases, bony defects or crestal bone deficiency are a 
major problem if an immediate implant installation is the goal. This problem can 
even be more expected when immediate loading is planned. Although primary 
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stability is the prerequisite for a successful implant in these conditions, the 
augmentation of the crestal areas is also equally recommended due to the gap 
that occurs between implant neck and the socket walls after tooth extraction. In 
this study, we investigated the impact of a newly-structured poly-methyl-
methacrylate (PMMA), poly-hydroxy-ethyl-methacrylate (PHEMA) and calcium 
hydroxide (CH) (PPCH) based graft material when combined with polyanhydride 
(PA) on the stability and function of the implants placed immediately into 
extraction sockets and early loaded compared to control materials containing 
either PPCH or PA alone and no grafting. All graft materials were light cured 
(lighUchemically hardened) at the time of placement. The results demonstrated 
that augmentation with lighUchemically hardened PPCH + PA graft material after 
immediate implant placement is useful for promoting bone formation at crestal 
areas and supporting the stability of the implants. Based on the Periotest 
analysis, PPCH+PA displayed higher stability on average compared to all other 
groups throughout the study. Although the difference at different time points 
were not statistically significant between the other groups, overall, PPCH + PA 
showed higher stability values during healing over 2 weeks and continued to 
keep the same level throughout the observation period (12 weeks) indicating that 
chemically hardened PPCH+PA graft material may be a useful augmentation 
material to form a stronger bone-implant contact at the coronal level during 
immediate loading of implants placed in fresh extraction sockets. The data also 
indicated that the stability did not significantly differ between implants placed in 
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maxilla and mandible. The findings of the study are consistent with the data 
reported in the current literature with respect to Periotest values when immediate 
loading was tested. However, to our knowledge there are only a few case 
reports or case series that tested the Periotest values of immediate implants 
where augmentation materials were used to support immediate loading. 
Each animal model has its advantages and disadvantages for periodontal 
and maxillofacial studies. Compared with small animal models such as rodents, 
large animal models are superior in many aspects for the study of human 
diseases and pre-clinical therapies. Historically, non-human primate and dog 
models have been used in regenerative studies, where treatment modalities 
including bone grafting techniques, soft tissue procedures and implant treatment 
were tested. (England, Winters et al. 1954) Since the development of the 
Minnesota miniature pig ( or minipig) in 1949 at the Hormel Institute (USA) 
(England, Winters et al. 1954), miniature pigs have been used as a large animal 
model in medical studies for scientific, economic, and ethical reasons (Wang and 
Tsao 2008). The oral maxillofacial region of miniature pigs is similar to that of 
humans in anatomy, development, physiology, pathophysiology, and disease 
occurrence. In the last decade, minipigs, as large animal model, has received a 
considerable amount of attention from the investigators and was found a suitable 
animal model for the evaluation of periodontal diseases and osseointegrated 
implants. (Craig, Kallur et al. 2004; Wurzler, Heisterkamp et al. 2004; Nkenke, 
Lehner et al. 2005; Rimondini, Bruschi et al. 2005; Neugebauer, Traini et al. 
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2006) The mini pig model was the choice for the present study as a suitable and 
advantageous animal model according to the current dental literature. (Sasaki, 
Watanabe et al.) Other models have been used for such studies with different 
rates of success. Vlaminck used sheep model where a total of 22 cylindrical 
implants were placed in fresh mandibular premolar extraction sockets of 7 sheep. 
Residual bone-implant voids were filled with a biocompatible composite of poly-
methyl-methacrylate and poly-hydroxyl-ethyl-methacrylate (PMMA+PHEMA). At 
180 days postoperatively, the sheep were sacrificed and the mandibular 
segments were isolated for histological processing. High cumulative implant 
failure rates of 45.5%, 63.6%, and 77.3% at respectively 30, 90 and 180 days 
were recorded. Significantly more implants were lost when the position of the 
neck was located above the level of the alveolar crest (P < 0.05). Bone 
substitutes were lost in all cases. The author concluded that the sheep have a 
specific oral biomechanics inherent to their constant ruminant activity accounted 
for a high degree of the reported implant failures (Vlaminck, Gorski et al. 2008), 
which is in contrast with the high success of osseointegration of immediately 
placed dental implants in our study and the parallel studies in the literature. (de 
Sanctis, Vignoletti et al.; Kunnekel, Dudani et al.; van Kesteren, Schoolfield et al.) 
The results of the study showed excellent biocompatibility and tolerance 
by the animals to the graft materials tested in agreement with other studies in the 
literature; where HTR has been reported to be clinically non-inflammatory, 
osteophilic, and osteoconductive. (Plotzke, Barbosa et al. 1993) 
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In a study by Yukna where gingival biopsies were obtained during reentry 
surgical evaluation of previously treated periodontal osseous defects, gingival 
tissue response to PPCH polymer were examined and minimal inflammation and 
infrequent foreign body reaction were detected. The results of their study suggest 
that PPCH (polymer is very biocompatible and elicits no untoward gingival tissue 
responses when placed in periodontal osseous defects. (Yukna and Greer 1992); 
Salman found that tissue and bone compatibility, defined as absence of 
inflammation, was present in 32/34 surgical sites (94%). (Salman and Kinney 
1992) 
In a study by Amler, PPCH was implanted for a 3-week test period in 
femur bones, connective tissue, and skeletal muscle of 15 Sprague-Dawley 
descent rats for histological examination and implanted in bone in 6 rats for 
infrared absorption analyses to determine the presence of new bone. 
Compatibility (defined as absence of significant inflammation) was present in 
13/14 (93%) bone sites, 7/9 (78%) connective tissue, and 4/4 (100%) muscle 
sites. Physical attachment of PPCH occurred in 10/14 (71 %) bone sites , 4/9 
(44%) connective tissue, and 1/7 (14%) muscle sites. (Amler and LeGeros 1990) 
Similar compatibility results were reported by Stahl when PPCH was implanted in 
intrabony defects. (Stahl, Froum et al. 1990) In the present study, no signs of 
inflammation were seen with the use of a newly structured version of original 
PPCH graft material. Only few sites exhibited some minor gingival inflammation 
due to heavy calculus deposition around the implants at each time point (2, 6 and 
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12 weeks). 
Immediate placement of dental implants in fresh extraction sockets is 
associated with remaining voids around the dental implants and often a partial 
dehiscence or thin facial alveolar plate. Bone replacement grafts are often used 
to correct these problems. The results from our study confirms previous findings 
by Yukna et al, where the use of a layered composite of PMMA (poly-methyl-
methacrylate), PHEMA (poly-hydroxyl-ethyl-methacrylate), and calcium 
hydroxide grafts (HTR®) were evaluated as a ridge preservation/ augmentation 
material in conjunction with an immediate dental implant placement technique. 
Twenty-three patients requiring 1 or 2 extractions immediately received 4.0 or 
3.25 mm diameter hydroxyapatite-coated cylindrical implants in the extraction 
sockets. PPCH was used to fill the remaining socket void and enhance the facial 
ridge width. Mean initial internal socket width was 6.9 mm and total ridge width 
showed a mean change from 9.1 mm to 8.4 mm; 60% of the areas showed a net 
increase or no change, while 40% showed a decrease in overall ridge width. 
Implant success rate was 97% at 6 months of loading and concluded that PPCH 
is a useful adjunct in the placement of immediate dental implants for filling of 
socket voids and preservation of ridge width. (Yukna, Saenz et al. 2003) 
The newly developed PMMA (poly-methyl-methacrylate), PHEMA (poly-
hydroxy-ethyl-methacrylate) and calcium hydroxide bone replacement graft 
material containing polyanhydride resulted in new bone formation characterized 
by well-organized trabecular and cortical structure around the implant and within 
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the augmented sites as shown by µCT and histological evaluations. These 
results are in agreement with a histological case report study by Froum where a 
calcified copolymer alloplast (PPCH) was utilized to fill osseous defects in five 
patients. Hard tissue cores were obtained from the grafted sites and prepared for 
biopsy. Histological evaluation of the specimens revealed that the copolymer 
particles placed adjacent to the bony defect walls served as an osteoconductive 
material in which vital remodeling bone and marrow formed and fused to the 
surface of the particles. This process of bone deposition and remodeling was 
present 11 years following grafting. (Froum and Orlowski 2000) 
Overall, the results with synthetic graft material in implant augmentation 
between studies are varying. Passi et al reported the histological findings in 
three patients treated with osseointegrated implants and synthetic bone graft 
material (PPCH) in peri-implant dehiscences adjacent to implants where barrier 
membranes were not used. PPCH was reported to act as its own barrier and 
prevent gingival soft tissue migration ingrowth and as a result was found to be 
osseoconductive and biocompatible and act as both bone substitute and a barrier 
for guided bone regeneration in implant therapy. (Passi 1998) 
In a study by Stahl et al, histological analysis revealed that tissue 
responses to augmentation with porous particulate polymeric composite (PPCH 
polymer) varied from attachment gain by epithelial adhesion to new attachment 
at different magnitude. Such variation was seen within the same patient and 
between patients. Graft particles were present at sites from 4 weeks to 26 weeks 
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after implantation and were surrounded by connective tissue capsules. At the 
periphery of some particles, limited bone formation was present. However, later 
the same investigators showed that polymer composite graft appeared to be a 
well tolerated synthetic graft material when implanted in human intrabony lesions 
serving as a scaffold for new bone formation when in close contact with alveolar 
bone thus showing osteoconductive properties. (Amler and LeGeros 1990; Stahl, 
Froum et al. 1990) These results partly confirmed by our histological results 
where the newly formed bone was detectable with no signs of inflammation or 
connective tissue formation in addition to healthy Haversian systems in close 
contact with the implant surface in addition to the observation of osteocytes 
within numerous lacunae in the newly formed bone. 
Although µCT results of the present study related to both bone volume 
and bone density, measurements did not reveal any significant difference 
between the groups, all materials showed positive results on trabecular and 
cortical bone formation in extraction sockets compared to negative controls. 
These results are in agreement with Amler's results where he found that density 
of new bone appeared to be greater with PPCH than in controls. (Amler and 
LeGeros 1990) Implant stability is paramount for osseointegration to take place 
successfully. The results from our study clearly show the benefits for the tested 
material in augmenting sites during immediate implant placement. 
In a study by Wang, cancellous allograft was used to fill extraction sockets 
up to the bone crest (2 mm below soft tissue surface), and sites were covered 
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with a bioabsorbable collagen wound dressing. Core biopsies were taken from 
the center of extraction sockets 5 to 6 months after augmentation. Histologic 
evaluation of the prepared biopsies showed formation and remodeling of 
trabecular bone in areas of mineralized cancellous allografts and no signs of 
inflammation. Histomorphometric analysis of the samples showed an average of 
68.5% vital bone, 3.8% residual graft particles, and 27.7% of connective 
tissue/bone marrow. In addition, vital bone and connective tissues were seen in 
close contact with the remaining allograft. (Wang and Tsao 2008) In our study, 
the graft material was used to fill the voids around implant when placed in the 
extraction sockets. The light curing provided a solid surface at the crestal area 
where served as a physical barrier to prevent soft tissue depression and 
migration of epithelium during the early phases of wound healing allowing bone 
fill from the surrounding bone wall. Therefore, no barrier membrane was used 
after grafting with light cured PPCH. The results showed that the new material 
was capable of promoting new bone formation without any soft tissue migration 
to the site and implant-bone contact was found well organized with no or minimal 
crestal bone loss over the loading period of 3 months. 
Autologous bone is considered the gold standard in bone augmentation, 
however, comparable results were achieved in our study. Scarano evaluated the 
reaction of peri-implant tissues to immediately placed titanium plasma-sprayed 
implants into extraction sockets with autogenous bone chips in 6 macaca 
fascicularis monkeys. A total of 36 titanium plasma-sprayed implants were 
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inserted in both arches (18 in the posterior maxilla and 18 in the posterior 
mandible) and implants were loaded after 2 months. Six months after implant 
loading, a block section was carried out, and histomorphometrical analysis was 
done . All implants were covered by compact, mature bone under examination in 
light microscopy. A very high bone-implant contact percentage (65-70%) was 
observed. No bone loss was present after the loading period. (Scarano, Iezzi et 
al. 2000) 
Alloplastic graft materials have been used around immediately placed 
implants in a series of studies. (Gauthier, Boix et al. 1999) In a study where an 
injectable bone substitute (I BS) composed of a polymeric carrier and a calcium 
phosphate mineral phase was used to fill mandibular and maxillary canine 
extraction sockets, qualitative histological analysis showed that the IBS was able 
to support the extensive apposition of well-mineralized newly formed lamellar 
bone over the entire socket surface and appeared to prevent alveolar ridge bone 
loss in treated extraction sites. Quantitative evaluation showed that the amount of 
newly formed bone was significantly higher in mandibular than maxillary 
extraction sockets for both treated and control sites. Our results were 
comparable with the results of these studies. 
This study evaluated the performance of a new synthetic augmentation 
material, PPCH + PA for: (1) ease of handling, (2) compatibility with bone and 
soft tissue, (3) stability of immediate dental implants when placed with this graft 
material , and (4) the formation for new bone by this material by clinical, 
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radiographical and histological analysis. The material was found to be easy to 
manipulate during surgery. Tissue and bone compatibility, defined as absence of 
inflammation, was present. In extraction sites and around immediately placed 
implants, new bone formation was also present. 
VI. Conclusions 
The results of this present study show that the newly formulated 
light/chemically hardened graft material PPCH + PA was beneficial in immediate 
implant placement following tooth extraction and resulted in greater stability 
during immediate loading over a three-month period. Within the limits of the 
small sample size, these findings show that the chemically hardened, poly-
methyl-methacrylate, poly-hydroxy-ethyl-methacrylate and calcium hydroxide 
composite bone replacement graft material containing polyanhydride can be 
safely and successfully used to perform crestal ridge augmentations around 
implants and in extraction sockets. In addition, the PPCH + PA has the potential 
to provide implant stability and more bone formation during immediate loading. 
Further studies in well-controlled human clinical studies need to be carried out for 
a clinical evaluation of this newly formulated bone substitute material. 
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